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Anti-slip rubber strip for STEKO

Price 3.31 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1393

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
STEKO profile is designed for mounting on the edges of stairs, platforms, etc. It is designed to protect the edges of steps and
indicate them światłem.Jest smaller version of STEP profile designed for softer conditions eksploatacji.Montaż STEKO to the
surface by means of the appropriate screws with countersunk or Tapered lens. Screw holes in the profile STEKO carried out
depending on the needs of the lines marked on the left side of the profile. The distance between the screws, we recommend
to keep within the top 120 mm.Od profile page openings must be finished so that the phase of the screw heads were well
below the upper edge of the ryflowania.W profile is provided for mounting channel LED strip light emitting side. LED strip
width is 6mm. LED channel is closed for a clear, silicone cord that acts as a shield. Silicone cord diameter is chosen so that it
can be mounted on a "push-fit". Profile In case of contact with water or moisture LED strip should be placed on the t-shirts for
LED uszczelniającej.Kanał after installation can also be sealed for example. Suitably chosen silicone. LEDs can be deposited in
the channel so that it shone in the direction of the silicone cord, then the visible points of light, but the light is visible as well
mocne.Można mount LEDs to shine down the channel, then you can achieve the effect of light lines and the effect of light is
stonowany.Profil STEKO in front of the terminal has a channel for forming a current passage for przewodu.Aby carry out the
power cord from the LED to the channel strip for cable, you need to drill a hole at the marked spot on the inner side of the
profile. STEKO accessories.: - Cord Covers STEKO silicone-left and right-screws

Stair profile is made of high-grade, double-anodized aluminum with the option of LED
glowing in the upper half space. Use for lighting LEDs on the side called. "Side view" with a width of 7 mm tapes that the
message of a special non-slip rope. Rope slip occurs in the complete profile STEKO, is also available as a separate article.
Installation of the base profile is implemented using the appropriate screws with countersunk or conical lens. Screw holes in
the profile STEKO carried out depending on the needs of the lines marked on the inner side of the profile. The recommended
distance between the screws should copper about 120 mm. On the outer side of the profile openings must be finished phase
so that the screw heads are far below the upper edge serrations. As an accessory to the profile are dedicated polypropylene
caps. The use of caps protect from dust profile and undesirable elements that can cause contamination LED strip, thus
worsening the lighting parameters. You can perform a luminaire with high tightness, whose class resistance against ingress of
solid objects, dust and water will be IP 67.

 

Product description:

Material: anodized aluminum

Standard lengths: 1m,  (we sell profiles in sections 1 meter)

Mounting: mounting adhesives, double-sided tape (accessories)

Ending: Plastic plug (accessory)

Certificate: CE
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